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Palestinian folk and dance group "Al lstiqlal - The lndependence" was founded in 2011 with
a goal to present folk art with its roots in the Palestinian history and culture. Today, the
group consists of more than 40 members; dancers, singers and musicians, both men and
women, and performs various types of folk dances, which are connected with the traditions
and values of the Palestinian and Arab community. The aim of the group is not only to
spread the national awareness and edification through art, but at the same time to preserve
its cultural wealth and heritage for the next generations. The group "Al lstiqlol" brings closer
to the audience the traditions and customs of the Palestinian People which they keep on
various occasions such as harvest or wedding. The folk group has performed in many
countries around the world, e.g. in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, The
Netherlands, Belgium, USA, Hungary, Sweden, Tunisia, Algeria, Qatar, Oman, South Africa,
Czech Republic and today, you have the opportunity to see them performing in Slovakia.

Scenes:

L. A peasant and a land

The dancers of the group, through the typical folk dances known in Palestine as Dobke,
illustrate a relationship of a peasant to its land by holding each other's hands firmly, as

a symbol of unity and solidarity, and by stomping they symbolize dignity and manhood. The
accompanying songs speak about the sense of belonging to the Palestinian land which they
have deep feelings for, as it always brings back nice memories and welcomes every man
coming back home from a journey.

2. Palestinian weddine

The dancers bring to the audience an atmosphere of a wedding through typical folk dances.
Traditional Palestinian weddings take place in public squares and fields and almost every
dweller of the village is present and many of them join the festive dances.

3. Weddins dances

Al Dalona, Al Zarif , Al Zhefra, Al Karaadiyya, Al Taiyyara, Al Dahiyya are the names of the
types of the traditional folk dance Dobke, which are performed at Palestinian weddings. The
dabke dance groups have no less than L0 dancers and few musicians playing various musical
instruments. The style of Dabke dance is based mainly on the foot work.
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